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Requesting Public Hearings for Rule Changes
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To whom it may concern,

I am requesting that the PUC hold a public hearing on the 'Proposed

Permanent Rules Relating to Power Plants or Lines; Revising the Certificate of Need and Site and Route Permits

Requirements.'

I oppose the proposed rule in its entirety

The PUC has continued to push the PUBLIC out of its process and this is unacceptable as we see PUC decisions causing

more and more negative outcomes for citizens, perhaps especially here in Clearwater County.

Enbridge was able to build an entire 337- mile tar sands pipeline in less than 10 months... yet they cannot seem to

remedy the aquifer beach in Clearbrook - that resulted from a willful violation of their construction permit - in that same

10-month time period.

Seems past time to hold corporations more accountable to Minnesotans. Seems time to Listen To Citizens,

who WARNED of this failure... and many others resulting from Enbridge's project.

Listen to citizens and grant a public hearing for these rule change discussions to get a full vetting by the people who will

be impacted.

Miigwech bizindaawiyeg. Thank you for listening.

JamiGaither
Alida, MN
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On Thu, Nov LL, 2O2t, L2:!O Jami Gaither <iamig4mn@gmail.com> wrote
To whom it may concern,

I am requesting that the PUC hold a public hearing on the 'Proposed

Permanent Rules Relating to Power Plants or Lines; Revising the Certificate of Need and Site and Route Permits

Requirements.'

I oppose the proposed rule in its entirety

The PUC has continued to push the PUBLIC out of its process and this is unacceptable as we see PUC decisions causing

more and more negative outcomes for citizens, perhaps especially here in Clearwater County.

Enbridge was able to build an entire 337- mile tar sands pipeline in less than 10 months... yet they cannot seem to

remedy the aquifer beach in Clearbrook - that resulted from a willful violation of their construction permit - in that

same 10-month time period.

Seems past time to hold corporations more accountable to Minnesotans. Seems time to Listen To Citizens,

who WARNED of this failure... and many others resulting from Enbridge's project.

Listen to citizens and grant a public hearing for these rule change discussions to get a full vetting by the people who will

be impacted.

Miigwech bizindaawiyeg. Thank you for listening

JamiGaither
Alida, MN
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